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Knockers not knockout entertainment13
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bring entertainment of such are paying for the entertain- audience, (ie. both males They were an insult to all of
a degrading nature (ie. The ment brought onto campus and females). The Chicago us.
Chicago Knockers) to the in our student fees, it should Knockers, under the guise Fortunately the evening 
UNB campus. be of a nature that is ap- of a sporting event (?), were was not a total loss as we

Since we, the students, pealing to a more general on the whole only appealing were offered an alternative.
to the male population, and The X-Men. For most of us,
a small proportion of the however, there was really
males at that. only one choice!

Not only were The 
Knockers in appeal, but 
they were not the type of 
entertainment that would, 
or should be expected at a
university for either sex. _________>ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooc

Dear Editor:

We were greatly disap
pointed that the CSL would0
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1 Ifishn chips
BRI lAKFASTSRiClAL 51 .99 A rt 
2 eggs, ham sausage or bacon and pan fries 

toast and coffee

m Please don't limit our 
entertainment again.
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7deluxe days Due to space restrictions we 
unable to publish Kaptaln Ka-ching this 
week. Watch for the return of Ka-ching 
next week.
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EXHIBITION OPENING
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SUNDAY, OCT. 17,

2-5 p.m.
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44 Waterloo Row 
FREDERICTON, N.B

kRE4T THE/M TOpA universe of opportunities
The revolution in organizing and processing information and 
knowledge is the basis for an image of the future that we at 
Northern Telecom call the Intelligent Universe.
As leaders in Canada in the development of advanced com
munications systems we offer a wide variety of careers to 
science and engineering graduates as well as graduates from 
other business and professional disciplines. We have created 
an environment where people as well as innovation can flourish. 
We hire talent to assure that, as the Intelligent Universe unfolds, 
Northern Telecom will remain at the leading edge of techno
logical progress and scientific discovery.
We’ll be on campus soon to let you explore our universe of 
opportunities. Contact your Campus Placement Officer now or 
write to: University and College Relations Specialist, Northern 
Telecom Canada Limited, 304 The East Mall, Islington, Ontario 
M9B 6E4.

SUNDAYS AT 
CAP’T SUBMARINE

2 for the price of 1 
on all mini mb* all day. 
limit ONE per customer

FREDERICTON SHOPPING MALL
455-7765

270 RESTIGOUCHE RD. OROMOCTO
357-5300 J
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